In part I of this paper a conjecture was formulated according to which, with a few obvious exceptions, the sequence <p,,(U) of an idempotent algebra is eventually strictly increasing. In this paper this conjecture is verified for idempotent algebras satisfying P2(U) = 0, Pa(U) > 0, and P.(U) > 0.
In fact, somewhat more is proved:
THEOREM. Let U be an idempotent algebra with no essentially binary polynomial and with essentially ternary and quaternary polynomials. Then the sequence The proof starts in §2 where a lemma of K. Urbanik is modified to show that the proof splits naturally into three cases. § § 3 and 4 handle the first two cases. In § 5 the third case is analyzed and it is proved that it splits into two further cases that are settled in § § 6 and 7. In ea~h of these sections examples are provided that the case under consideration is not void.
For the undefined concepts and basic results the reader is referred to [2J. Examples of algebras satisfying the conditions of the Theorem abound. On a two element Boolean algebra {O, 1} the operation (x !\ y) V (y !\ z) V (z !\ x) defines such an algebra.
2. The classification. An algebra U (A; F) is idempotent if every operation! E F has type (arity) > 0, and !(a, "', a) = a for all a E A. All algebras considered in this paper are assumed to have more than one element. An n-ary polynomial p of U (that is, an n-ary function or A composed from functions in F) depends on Xi (1~i~n) if there exist ai, "', a", a: E A with p(al , " ' , ai, "', a..) "* p(a l , " ' , a:, "', a.,); p is essentially n-ary, if p depends on Xl' " ' , X ... For n;;;; 2, let P..(U) denote the number of essentially n-ary polynomials.
In this paper we shall deal exclusively with idempotent algebras satisfying P2(U) = 0, Pa(U) "* 0, and P.(U)"* 0 •
The sequence (P..(U) is strictly increasing because U must have essentially ternary polynomials with very nice properties. This will be used to classify all algebras satisfying these conditions.
A ternary (idempotent) polynomial p is called a minority polynomial if Proof. For any n-ary polynomial p define an (n + l)-ary polynomial pF:
Let fa = f and for n~3 define recursively:
Finally, we define an (n + l)-ary polynomial g:
Now we make the following claims:
( ii) For n~3, (iii) If the polynomial p is essentially n-ary, then pF is essenti-
(iv) f", is essentially n-ary.
(vii) g = pF for no polynomial p. Statements (i)-(vii) easily imply the statement of Theorem 3. Indeed, consider the set {g} U {pFlp is an essentially n-ary polynomial of U} • By (iii) and (vi) all elements of this set are essentially (n + l)-ary polynomials. (vii) shows that the union is a disjoint union, and so by (v) the set has p",(U) + 1 elements. Thus, P"'+1(U)~p",(U) + 1.
Proof of (i). For n = 3 fa = f is a majority polynomial, hence
Proof of (iii). Setting X", = X,,+! in pF we get p, since f is a majority polynomial. Hence pF depends on Xl"'" X"_l and on one or both of X", and x"'w Since pF is symmetric in X" and X",H in any two element subalgebra the first possibility cannot occur, hence pF is
Proof of (iv). Trivial induction using (iii).
Proof of (v). pF with x" = X"+l yields p, from which the statement follows.
Proof of (vi). Same as the proof of (iv).
Proof of (vii). Let g = pF. Setting X", X"+l we conclude that
Setting Xl = X"'+l and using (i) and that f is majority we get
Finally, setting X 2 X s = ... = X" and using (ii) we obtain Xl = X 2 , a contradiction, proving (vii).
An example of an algebra satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3 was given in § 1. Further examples are easy to construct. REMARK. Since, for n~3, (n -l)p,,(U)~2p,,(U)~p,,(U) + 1, Theorem 4 is stronger than the corresponding special case of the Theorem.
Proof. For an n-ary polynomial p and 1~i~n set
Then we make the following claims: Proof of (i). pF. with x. = X"+1 yields p, hence (i) is trivial.
Proof of (ii). Let us assume that i =1= j and pF. = qF j , that is, Set X Xk for k =1= i, 1~k~n, in this identity; since P2(U) 0 after the substitution p = X or x. and q X or x.. The four possibilities yield the following identities:
The first and third contradict that I is essentially ternary, while the second and fourth mean that I is symmetric in its first and second variable, contradicting that f is a first projection polynomial.
Proof 01 (iii) . Setting x. = x,.+1 in pF. gives p, hence pF. depends on "h, "', X._1, XHI, " ' , x,.. Assume that pF. does not depend on Xi'
Substituting X = Xi for j :# i, 1 5: j 11, and using P2(U) = 0 we get one of
The first contradicts that I is essentially ternary, while the second
An example of an algebra satisfying the condition of Theorem 4
can be defined on the two element set to, 1} taking
as operation
as operations we get an algebra satisfying the conditions of Theorems 3 and 4. Note that in Theorems 3 and 4 P.(U) :# 0 follows from the assumptions. 5 . The second classification. In this and the subsequent sections we consider an idempotent algebra U with piU) == 0 in which all essentially ternary polynomials are minority polynomials. , a', b, c € A and f(a, b, c) = f(a', b, c) . f(a, b, c), b, c) = f(f(a', b, c) The only essentially ternary polynomial shall be denoted by f.
Keep in mind that

f(f(x, y, z), y, z) = x ,
and that f is fully symmetric.
The next important step is again due to K. Urbanik. We call a ternary function g on A a Boolean group reduct if a Boolean group operation + can be defined on A(i.e., (A; +>is an abelian group satisfying 2x = 0) such that g(x, y, z) = x + y + z. The proof of the next lemma is identical with the proof of Lemma 5 of K. Urbanik [6}. LEMMA 
f is a Boolean group reduct if and only if f(f(x, y, z), x, u) does not depend on x. If this is the case + is defined by fixing an arbitrary element 0 E A and x + y = f(x, y, 0).
Accordingly, the proof of the Theorem in the minority polynomial case splits into two completely different cases according to whether or not f(f(x, y, z), x, u) depends on x. 6 . The minority polynomial is not a Boolean group reduct. .(xl , " ' , X,.) , Xl' x ..+J • For an n-ary polynomial p and 2 ;:;;;; i ;:;;;; n we set
Observe that pG. with Xl = X..+l yields p.
We make the following claims: ( i) f,. is essentially n-ary, and
(ii) If p and q are essentially n-ary polynomials and 1 ;:;;;; i, j ;:;;;; n,
(iii) For an essentially n-ary polynomial p, at least one of
Using (i)-(iii) it is easy to prove Theorem 7. Indeed, by (ii) and for some essentially n-ary p and 1;:;;;; i ;:;;;; n, then the substitution Xl = X"H yields By the second part of (i) the left-hand side does not depend on Xl while the right-hand side does, a contradiction. Thus g~P, and so P U {g} contains at least p,,($ll) + 1 essentially (n + l)-ary polynomials, proving Theorem 7.
Proof of (i). We start by proving the formulas in (i). Obviously, and Thus, for 11,~5, by induction, ,-a(xh x" "', X"'_l) , XlJ x,,) " "', x,,) • (For 11, = 5 interpret I,,-a as Xl ') la is essentially ternary by assumption. 1,(x lJ X 2 , X a , Xl) = la(x l , X 2 , x a ), hence I, depends on X 2 , X a • By assumption, h depends on Xl' Finally, I,(x l , X 2 , X 2 , x,) = x" hence I, depends on x,. Thus I, is essentially 4-ary.
Proceeding by induction for 11,~5, I", with Xl = X'" yields/"'_l(x lJ " ' , X"'_l) ' hence I" depends on X2, " ' , X'H' Finally, I", with X 2 = X a gives which depends on Xl and x"' hence I" depends on Xl and x"'.
Prool 01 (ii). Obvious; by setting Xl = X"+1 in pG. = qGj we get
x" gives hence all pG., 1 ::;:;; i ::;:;; 11, depend on X,,+!, Thus if none of pG l , " ' , pG" is essentially (11, + 1)-ary then none of them depend on Xl' So assume that none of pG l , " ' , pG" depend on Xl' Then by substituting Xl = X"+l in pG l we get the identity ( * )
For i> 1 we obtain
Since this holds for all i > 1, p is symmetric. Then, using the identity (*) repeatedly we obtain The smallest Steiner quadruple system which is associated with an algebra satisfying the conditions of Theorem 7 can be defined on A = {1, 2, ... , 10} as follows (see [1] ): Proof of (i). Case 1. 15 with X"+l = x" yields p (x l1 "', x,,) , hence 15 depends on X l1 " ' , X"_l' The substitution X"+1 = X"_l gives that we get h = g(x1, X"-l1 x", X,,+l) + X"_l + X". Observe that h + X"_l + X" = g(x l1 X"_l' x", X"+l) depends on X"+1' therefore so does h. Thus 15 depends on X"+1'
Proof of (ii). Set A 1 = {n -1, n, n + 1}, A 2 = {1, n, n + 1}, A 3 = {1, n -1, n + 1}, and A, = {n - 
Proof of (iii).
For n = 4, g,(x l1 x l1 x 3 , x,) = g,,(x 1 , X 2 , x 3 , x 3 ) = Xl> since g, = g is a first projection polynomial. Assuming the identities for n, we compute:
and Proof of (iv). g, = g so the statement is true for n = 4. Assume it for n. Substituting X"+l = X 2 or X"+l = X 3 into g"+l yields g", hence
